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Abstract - We consider the multiple access source 
coding (MASC) problem (also known as the Slepian- 
Wolf problem) for situations where the joint source 
statistics are unknown a priori. Since neither encoder 
receives information about the joint source statis- 
tics, we allow an asymptotically negligible amount 
of communication between the encoders. We prove 
the existence of universal 2-encoder Linked MASCs 
(LMASCs) with rates approaching the Slepian-Wolf 
bound, demonstrate the tightness of this bound, and 
calculate the rate of convergence of the proposed uni- 
versal LMASC. The result generalizes to M > 2 en- 
coders. We also consider scenarios where the number 
of bits passed between the system encoders is allowed 
to grow linearly in the code dimension; in these sce- 
narios one encoder can act as a conduit for the flow 
of another encoder's information. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Given finite-alphabet sources (X,Y) E X x y drawn 
i.i.d. from p.m.f. Q = {q(z,y)}, a blocklength-n, m- 
round 2-encoder LMASC en = (Im," = ( l ~ ~ , l ~ ~ ) ,  fn = 
(fix), fiy)),gn) for ( X ,  Y) comprises two link encoders, two 
message encoders and a decoder. The link passes m rounds 
of messages between encoders, and the link encoders at a 
source observe the source sequence and the previous link mes- 
sages. That is, for each k E (1, . . . , m},  the link encoders are 
lk? : X n  X Jk-' -b Zk and The 
message encoders are Xavier (fitx' : X" x J m  + Sx) and 
Yvonne (fiy' : y" x Zm -+ S y ) ,  and the decoder is Zorba 
( g n  : Sx x SY -+ X" x y").  Here SX, S Y ,  and &, Jk 
( k  E (1, . . . , m}) are binary prefix codes. The error probabil- 
ity, inter-encoder rate, and decoder input rate are defined as, 
respectively, 
: y" X 1"' -+ Jk. 
Pe(en ,Q)  = Q"(gn(fn(Xn,Yn)) # ( X " , y n ) )  
1 
n 
1 
.(en,&) = -EQ (cr=$k11cr=2=11Jkl) 
R(&,Q) = ( R ~ ( & , Q ) , R ~ ( & , Q ) )  
= -EQ n (IfAx)(Xn,Jm)I, IfAY)(yn,Im)l) . 
where ( I k , J k )  = Zk,n(Xn,Yn) .  Rate pair (Rx,Ry) is said 
to be rxYtyy-LMASC-achievable on Q if there exists a se- 
quence {Cn} of LMASCs (p:ssibly dependent on Q) such that 
R(&,Q)"+ ( R x , R y ) ,  r(Cn,Q) -+ TX*Y = (rxjy,ryjx) 
and P,(C,,Q) --t 0. The set of rx*y-LMASC-achievable 
rates on Q is denoted by RL(Q,rx*Y). A sequence {Cn}r=l 
of rx++y-LMASCs is universal with respect to the class R 
'This material is based upon work partially supported by a Cal- 
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of memoryless distributions on X x y if, for every Q E 
0, some point (R%(Q),RG(Q)) on the lower boundary of 
RL(Q, rx++y) is rx++y-LMASC-achievable on Q by {en}. 
11. MAIN RESULT 
We here outline bounds on the performance of universal 
LMASCs. A brief sketch of the corresponding proofs follows. 
Details appear in [2]. 
Theorem 1 For any point [Rx,  RY)  an RL(Q,  rx -y )  there 
exists a universal sequence {C,"} of rx+,y-LMASCs for  source 
class R. The rx++y-LMASC-achievable region i s  given by 
RL(Q,rx++Y) = {(Rx ,Ry)  : R x  2 HQ(XIY) -rxjy, 
RY 2 HQ(YIX) - T Y + X ,  
R x  + R Y  2 HQ(X,Y)}.  
Remarks: (1) Like the Slepian-Wolf Theorem [l], Theorem 
1 can be generalized to M encoders. 
(2) The Slepian-Wolf region is the same as RL(Q,  (0,O)). 
The main argument constructs a universal sequence 
of 2-round (0,O)-LMASCs with (R$(Q),R&(Q)) = 
(HQ(X), HQ(YIX)). The symmetry of the problem 
makes (HQ(XIY), HQ (Y)) similarly attainable. Time-sharing 
between the codes achieving these two rate pairs or padding 
the codes with extraneous symbols gives every other rate 
pair in RL(Q,  (0,O)). These (0,O)-LMASCs are then used to 
construct universal rx++y-LMASCs. 
Given the above scenario, we choose lm," and m(n) so 
that ( P , J " )  = ( ~ ~ ( ~ ) , y ~ ( ~ ) )  for some m(n) satisfying 
limn-t.o(m(n)/n) = 0. Then Xavier and Yvonne can in- 
dependently make an estimate of Q as P,, = &(z,y) = 
( l /m(n) )  cz;) l((Xi,  y Z )  = (z,y)). We show in [2] that 
Q"'")((zc,~) E X x Y : I @ n ( z , ~ )  - Y ( ~ , Y ) I  2 b ( n ) )  L 
2-m(n)62(")c (where c is a constant independent of Q). Thus 
choosing S(n) so that S(n) + 0 and m(n)S2(n) + 00 ensures 
that P, -+ Q with a probability that approaches 1. We, then 
use Pn to select a P E R and a corresponding code Cn(P)  
such that for A(n) = c'S(n)log(S(n)) and any Q E R (c' is a 
constant independent of Q) 
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